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Object-orientation
with prototypes

In this chapter we discuss
■

Using functions as constructors

■

Exploring prototypes

■

Extending objects with prototypes

■

Avoiding common gotchas

■

Building classes with inheritance

Now that we’ve learned how functions are first-class objects in JavaScript, and how
closures make them incredibly versatile and useful, we’re ready to tackle another
important aspect of functions: function prototypes.
Those already somewhat familiar with JavaScript prototypes might think of
them as being closely related to objects, but once again it’s all about functions. Prototypes are a convenient way to define types of objects, but they’re actually a feature
of functions.
Prototypes are used throughout JavaScript as a convenient means of defining
properties and functionality that will be automatically applied to instances of
objects. Once defined, the prototype’s properties become properties of instantiated objects, serving as a blueprint of sorts for the creation of complex objects.
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In other words, they serve a similar purpose to that of classes in classical objectoriented languages. Indeed, the predominant use of prototypes in JavaScript is in producing a classical style of object-oriented code and inheritance.
Let’s start exploring how.

6.1

Instantiation and prototypes
All functions have a prototype property that initially references an empty object. This
property doesn’t serve much purpose until the function is used as a constructor. We saw
in chapter 3 that using the new keyword to invoke a function calls the function as a
constructor with a newly instantiated and empty object as its context.
As object instantiation is a large part of what makes constructors useful, let’s take a
little time to make sure we truly understand it.

6.1.1

Object instantiation
The simplest way to create a new object is with a statement like this:
var o = {};

This creates a new and empty object, which we can then populate with properties via
assignment statements:
var o = {};
o.name = 'Saito';
o.occupation = 'marksman';
o.cyberizationLevel = 20;

But those coming from an object-oriented background might miss the encapsulation
and structuring that comes with the concept of a class constructor: a function that
serves to initialize the object to a known initial state. After all, if we’re going to create
multiple instances of the same type of object, assigning the properties individually is
not only tedious but also highly error-prone. We’d like to have a means to consolidate
the set of properties and methods for a class of objects in one place.
JavaScript provides such a mechanism, though in a very different form than
most other languages. Like object-oriented languages such as Java and C++, JavaScript employs the new operator to instantiate new objects via constructors, but
there’s no class definition in JavaScript. Rather, the new operator, applied to a constructor function (as we observed in chapters 3 and 4), triggers the creation of a
newly allocated object.
What we didn’t learn in the previous chapters was that the prototype is used as a
sort of blueprint. Let’s see how that works.
PROTOTYPES AS OBJECT BLUEPRINTS

Let’s examine a simple case of using a function, both with and without the new operator, and see how the prototype property provides properties for the new instance. Consider the following code.
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Listing 6.1 Creating a new instance with a prototyped method
<script type="text/javascript">

b

function Ninja(){}
Ninja.prototype.swingSword = function(){
return true;
};
var ninja1 = Ninja();
assert(ninja1 === undefined,
"No instance of Ninja created.");

Defines a function that does
nothing and returns nothing.

c
d

var ninja2 = new Ninja();
assert(ninja2 &&
ninja2.swingSword &&
ninja2.swingSword(),
"Instance exists and method is callable." );

Adds method to the
prototype of the function.

Calls the function as a function. Testing
confirms that nothing at all seems to happen.
Calls the function as a constructor.
Testing confirms that not only is
e new object instance created, it
possesses the method from the
prototype of the function.

</script>

In this code, we define a seemingly do-nothing function named Ninja() B that we’ll
invoke in two ways: as a “normal” function d, and as a constructor e. After the function is created, we add a method, swingSword(), to its prototype c. Then we put the
function through its paces.
First, we call the function normally d and store its result in variable ninja1. Looking at the function body B, we see that it returns no value, so we’d expect ninja1 to
test as undefined, which we assert to be true. As a simple function, Ninja() doesn’t
appear to be all that useful.
Then we call the function via the new operator, invoking it as a constructor, and
something completely different happens. The function is once again called, but this
time a newly allocated object has been created and set as the context of the function.
The result returned from the new operator is a reference to this new object. We test for
two things: that ninja2 has a reference to the newly created object, and that that object
has a swingSword() method that we can call.
This shows that the function’s prototype serves as a sort of blueprint for the new object
when the function is used as a constructor. The results of the tests are shown in figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1 A prototype lets us
predefine properties, including methods,
to be automatically applied to new
object instances.
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Note that we didn’t do anything overt in the constructor to make this happen. The
swingSword() method is attached to the new object simply by adding it to the constructor’s prototype property.
Also note that we said attached rather than added. Let’s find out why.
INSTANCE PROPERTIES

When the function is called as a constructor via the new operator, its context is defined
as the new object instance. This means that in addition to attaching properties via the
prototype, we can initialize values within the constructor function via the this parameter. Let’s examine the creation of such instance properties in the next listing.
Listing 6.2 Observing the precedence of initialization activities
<script type="text/javascript">
function Ninja(){
this.swung = false;

Creates an instance
variable that holds a
Boolean value
initialized to false.

b

this.swingSword = function(){
return !this.swung;
};
}

c

Ninja.prototype.swingSword = function(){
return this.swung;
};

d

Creates an instance method
that returns the inverse of the
swung instance variable value.

Defines a prototype method with the
same name as the instance method. Which
will take precedence?

Constructs a Ninja instance for testing and asserts
that the instance method will override prototype
method of the same name. Will the test pass?

var ninja = new Ninja();
assert(ninja.swingSword(),
"Called the instance method, not the prototype method.");
</script>

Listing 6.2 is very similar to the previous example in that we define a method by adding it to the prototype property c of the constructor. But we also add an identically
named method within the constructor function itself B. The two methods are
defined to return opposing results so we can tell which will be called.
This isn’t anything we’d actually advise doing in real-world code;
quite the opposite. We’re doing it here just to demonstrate the precedence
of initializers.

NOTE

When we run the test d by loading the page into the browser, we see that the test
passes! This shows that instance members created inside a constructor will occlude
properties of the same name defined in the prototype.
The precedence of the initialization operations is important and goes as follows:
1
2

Properties are bound to the object instance from the prototype.
Properties are added to the object instance within the constructor function.
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Binding operations within the constructor always take precedence over those in the
prototype. Because the this context within the constructor refers to the instance itself,
we can perform initialization actions in the constructor to our heart’s content.
Let’s find out more about how instance properties and prototypes relate to each
other by learning how JavaScript reconciles object property references.
RECONCILING REFERENCES

A vitally important concept to understand about prototypes is how JavaScript goes
about reconciling references and how the prototype property comes into play during
this process.
The previous examples may have led you to believe that when a new object is created and passed to a constructor, the properties of the constructor’s prototype are copied to the object. That would certainly account for the fact that a property assigned
within the constructor body overrides the prototype value. But as it turns out, there are
some behaviors that wouldn’t make sense if this was really what was going on.
If we were to assume that the prototype values are simply copied to the object, then
any change to the prototype made after the object was constructed would not be
reflected in the object, right? Let’s rearrange the code a bit in the following listing
and see what happens.
Listing 6.3 Observing the behavior of changes to the prototype
<script type="text/javascript">
function Ninja(){
this.swung = true;
}

b

var ninja = new Ninja();
Ninja.prototype.swingSword = function(){
return this.swung;
};
assert(ninja.swingSword(),
"Method exists, even out of order.");

Defines a constructor that creates a
Ninja with a single Boolean property

c

Instantiates an instance of Ninja by calling the
constructor function via the new operator

d
e

Adds a method to the prototype
after the object has been created
Tests if the method
exists in the object

</script>

In this example, we define a constructor B and proceed to use it to create an object
instance c. After the instance has been created, we add a method to the prototype d.
Then we run a test to see if the change we made to the prototype after the object was
constructed takes effect.
Our test e succeeds, showing that the assertion is true as shown in figure 6.2.
Clearly there’s more to all this than a simple copying of properties when the object
is created.
What’s really going on is that properties in the prototype aren’t copied anywhere,
but rather, the prototype is attached to the constructed object and consulted during
the reconciling of property references made to the object.
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Figure 6.2 Our test proves that
prototype changes are applied live!

A simplified overview of the process is as follows:
1

2

3

When a property reference to an object is made, the object itself is checked to
see if the property exists. If it does, the value is taken. If not ...
The prototype associated with the object is located, and it is checked for the
property. If it exists, the value is taken. If not ...
The value is undefined.

We’ll see later on in the chapter that things get a little more complicated than this,
but this is a good enough understanding for now.
How does all this work? Look at the diagram in figure 6.3.

Variable points to
object

var ninja

Object
property constructor

property
points to constructor

constructor

Constructor function
property prototype

property
points to prototype
object

prototype

Prototype object

Figure 6.3 Objects are tied to their constructors, which are in turn tied to prototypes for objects
created by the constructor.
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Figure 6.4 Inspecting the structure of an object reveals the path to its prototype.

Each object in JavaScript has an implicit property named constructor that references
the constructor that was used to create the object. And because the prototype is a
property of the constructor, each object has a way to find its prototype.
Take a look at figure 6.4, which shows a capture of the JavaScript console (in
Chrome) when the code from listing 6.3 is loaded into the browser.
When we type the reference ninja.constructor into the console, we see that it
references the Ninja() function, as we’d expect, because the object was created by
using that function as a constructor. A deeper reference to ninja.constructor
.prototype.swingSword shows how we can access prototype properties from the
object instance.
This explains why changes to the prototype made after the object has been constructed take effect. The prototype is actively attached to the object, and any references made to object properties are reconciled, using the prototype if necessary, at the
time of reference.
These seamless “live updates” give us an incredible amount of power and extensibility, to a degree that isn’t typically found in other languages. Allowing for these live
updates makes it possible for us to create a functional framework that users can
extend with further functionality, even well after objects have been instantiated.
The relationships are shown in figure 6.5.
In the figure, an object reference by variable ninja has properties member1 and
member2. A reference to either of these is resolved by those properties. If a property
not present in the object, in this case member3, is referenced, it’s looked for in the constructor’s prototype. A reference to member4 would result in undefined, as it doesn’t
exist anywhere.
Before we move on, let’s try one more variation on this theme to drive the point
home, as shown in the following listing.
Listing 6.4 Further observing the behavior of changes to the prototype
<script type="text/javascript">
function Ninja(){
this.swung = true;
this.swingSword = function(){

b

Defines an instance method with
same name as a prototype method
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return !this.swung;
};
}

c

var ninja = new Ninja();

Defines a prototyped method with
same name as the instance method

Ninja.prototype.swingSword = function(){
return this.swung;
};
assert(ninja.swingSword(),
"Called the instance method, not the prototype method.");

d

Tests which
method wins

</script>

In this example, we re-introduce an instance method B with the same name as the
prototyped method c, as we did back in listing 6.2. In that example, the instance
result = ninja.member1;
result = ninja.member3;

var ninja

member1 is found as a

property of the object

Object
property member1

member3 isn't
in the object; it's
found in the
constructor
prototype

property member2
property constructor

Function
property prototype

Object
property member3

Figure 6.5 Property references are first looked for in the object itself; if they’re not found, the
constructor’s prototype is inspected.
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method took precedence over the prototyped method. This time, however, the prototyped method is added after the constructor has been executed. Which method will
reign supreme in this case?
Our test d shows that, even when the prototyped method is added after the
instance method has been added, the instance method takes precedence. This makes
perfect sense. The prototype is only consulted when a property reference on the
object itself fails. Because the object directly possesses a swingSword property, the prototyped version doesn’t come into play, even though it was the most recent “version”
of the method created.
The point is that property references are resolved in the object first, defaulting to
inspecting the prototype only if that fails.
Now that we know how to instantiate objects via function constructors, let’s learn a
bit more about the nature of those objects.

6.1.2

Object typing via constructors
Although it’s great to know how JavaScript uses the prototype during the reconciliation of property references, it’s also handy for us to know which function constructed
the object instance.
As we’ve seen, the constructor of an object is available via the constructor property.
We can refer back to the constructor at any time, possibly even using it as a form of
type checking, as shown in the next listing.
Listing 6.5 Examining the type of an instance and its constructor
<script type="text/javascript">

b

function Ninja(){}
var ninja = new Ninja();
assert(typeof ninja == "object",
"The type of the instance is object.");

Tests the type of ninja using
typeof. That tells us it’s an
object, but not much else.

c

assert(ninja instanceof Ninja,
"instanceof identifies the constructor." );

Tests the type of ninja using
instanceof. This gives us more
information—that it was
constructed from Ninja.

assert(ninja.constructor == Ninja,
"The ninja object was created by the Ninja function.");
</script>

Tests the type of ninja using the constructor reference. This
gives us an actual reference to the constructor function.

In listing 6.5 we define a constructor and create an object instance using it. Then we
examine the type of the instance using the typeof operator B. This isn’t very revealing, as all instances will be objects, thus always returning "object" as the result.
Much more interesting is the instanceof operator c, which is really helpful in that
it gives us a clear way to determine whether an instance was created by a particular
function constructor.
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On top of this, we can also make use of the constructor property, that we now know
is added to all instances, as a reference back to the original function that created it.
We can use this to verify the origin of the instance (much like how we can with the
instanceof operator).
Additionally, because this is just a reference back to the original constructor, we
can instantiate a new Ninja object using it, as shown in the next listing.
Listing 6.6 Instantiating a new object using a reference to a constructor
<script type="text/javascript">
function Ninja(){}

b

Constructs a second
Ninja from the first

var ninja = new Ninja();
var ninja2 = new ninja.constructor();

c

Proves the new
object’s Ninja-ness

d

They aren’t the same
object but two
distinct instances

assert(ninja2 instanceof Ninja, "It's a Ninja!");
assert(ninja !== ninja2, "But not the same Ninja!");
</script>

We define a constructor and create an instance using that constructor. Then we use
the constructor property of the created instance to construct a second instance B.
Testing c shows that a second Ninja has been constructed and that the variable
doesn’t merely point to the same instance d.
What’s especially interesting is that we can do this without even having access to
the original function; we can use the reference completely behind the scenes, even
if the original constructor is no longer in scope.
Although the constructor property of an object can be changed, doing
so doesn’t have any immediate or obvious constructive purpose (though one
might think of some malicious ones), as its reason for being is to inform us
from where the object was constructed. If the constructor property is overwritten, the original value will simply be lost.

NOTE

That’s all very useful, but we’ve just scratched the surface of the superpowers that prototypes confer on us. Now things get really interesting.

6.1.3

Inheritance and the prototype chain
There’s an additional feature of the instanceof operator that we can use to our
advantage to utilize a form of object inheritance. But in order to make use of it, we
need to understand how inheritance works in JavaScript and what role the prototype
chain plays.
Let’s consider the example in the following listing, in which we’ll attempt to add
inheritance to an instance.
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Listing 6.7 Trying to achieve inheritance with prototypes
<script type="text/javascript">
function Person(){}
Person.prototype.dance = function(){};

b

Defines a dancing Person via a
constructor and its prototype

function Ninja(){}

c

Defines a Ninja

Ninja.prototype = { dance: Person.prototype.dance };

d

var ninja = new Ninja();
assert(ninja instanceof Ninja,
"ninja receives functionality from the Ninja prototype" );
assert( ninja instanceof Person, "... and the Person prototype" );
assert( ninja instanceof Object, "... and the Object prototype" );

Attempts to make a Ninja
a dancing Person by copying
the dance method from
the Person prototype

</script>

As the prototype of a function is just an object, there are multiple ways of copying
functionality (such as properties or methods) to effect inheritance. In this code, we
define a Person B, and then a Ninja c. And because a Ninja is clearly a person,
we want Ninja to inherit the attributes of Person. We attempt to do so in this code by
copying d the dance property of the Person prototype’s method to a similarly named
property in the Ninja prototype.
Running our test reveals that while we may have taught the ninja to dance, we
failed to make the Ninja a Person, as shown in figure 6.6. Although we’ve taught the
Ninja to mimic the dance of a person, it hasn’t made the Ninja a Person. That’s not
inheritance—it’s just copying.
This approach is a big old FAIL. Not much of a loss though, because by using this
approach, we’d need to copy each property of Person to the Ninja prototype individually. That’s no way to do inheritance. Let’s keep exploring.
NOTE It’s interesting to note that even without doing anything overt, all objects

are instances of Object. Execute the statement console.log({}.constructor) in a
browser’s debugger, and see what you get.
What we really want to achieve is a prototype chain so that a Ninja can be a Person, and a
Person can be a Mammal, and a Mammal can be an Animal, and so on, all the way to Object.

Figure 6.6 Our Ninja isn’t really a
Person. No happy dance!
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The best technique for creating such a prototype chain is to use an instance of an
object as the other object’s prototype:
SubClass.prototype = new SuperClass();

For example,
Ninja.prototype = new Person();

This will preserve the prototype chain because the prototype of the SubClass instance
will be an instance of the SuperClass, which has a prototype with all the properties of
SuperClass, and which will in turn have a prototype pointing to an instance of its superclass, and on and on.
Let’s change the code of listing 6.7 slightly to use this technique in the next listing.
Listing 6.8 Achieving inheritance with prototypes
<script type="text/javascript">
function Person(){}
Person.prototype.dance = function(){};
function Ninja(){}
Ninja.prototype = new Person();

b

Makes a Ninja a Person by
making the Ninja prototype
an instance of Person.

var ninja = new Ninja();
assert(ninja instanceof Ninja,
"ninja receives functionality from the Ninja prototype");
assert(ninja instanceof Person, "... and the Person prototype");
assert(ninja instanceof Object, "... and the Object prototype");
assert(typeof ninja.dance == "function", "... and can dance!")
</script>

The only change we made to the code was to use an instance of Person as the prototype for Ninja B. Running the tests shows that we’ve succeeded, as shown in
figure 6.7.
The very important implications of this are that when we perform an instanceof
operation, we can determine whether the function inherits the functionality of any
object in its prototype chain.

Figure 6.7 Our Ninja is a Person! Let
the victory dance begin.
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NOTE Another technique that may have occurred to you, and that we advise

strongly against, is to use the Person prototype object directly as the Ninja prototype, like this: Ninja.prototype = Person.prototype;. By doing this, any changes to
the Ninja prototype will also change the Person prototype because they’re the
same object, and that’s bound to have undesirable side effects.
An additional happy side effect of doing prototype inheritance in this manner is that
all inherited function prototypes will continue to live-update. The manner in which
the prototype chain is applied for our example is shown in figure 6.8.
It’s important to note that our object also has properties that are inherited from
the Object prototype.
var ninja

instanceof Ninja
property constructor

Ninja()
property prototype

instanceof Person
property constructor

Person()
property prototype

The dance() method is
inherited by all instances in the
prototype chain

function dance()

Figure 6.8 The prototype chain through which properties are reconciled for the dancing ninja
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All native JavaScript object constructors (such as Object, Array, String, Number, RegExp,
and Function) have prototype properties that can be manipulated and extended,
which makes sense, as each of those object constructors is itself a function. This
proves to be an incredibly powerful feature of the language. Using it, we can
extend the functionality of the language itself, introducing new or missing pieces of
the language.
As with most advanced techniques, this can be a double-edged sword
that needs to be wielded with care. A good summary is available on the Perfection Kills blog (http://perfectionkills.com/extending-built-in-native-objectsevil-or-not/).

NOTE

One such case where this would be quite useful is in anticipating some of the features
of future versions of JavaScript. For example, JavaScript 1.6 introduced a couple of
useful helper methods, including some for arrays.
One such method is forEach(), which allows us to iterate over the entries in an
array, calling a function for every entry. This can be especially handy for situations
where we want to plug in different pieces of functionality without changing the overall
looping structure.
Although this method has made its appearance in most modern browsers, it
doesn’t exist in all browsers that currently have significant use and that we may need
to support. We can implement this functionality for older browsers, eliminating the
need to worry about it in the rest of our code.
The following listing shows a possible implementation of forEach() that we could
use to fill the gap in older browsers.
Listing 6.9 A future-proof JavaScript 1.6 forEach() method implementation
<script type="text/javascript">

b

if (!Array.prototype.forEach) {

Calls the
callback
function
for each
array
entry.

Tests for the pre-existence of the
method. We don’t want to redefine it in
browsers that provide it for us.

Array.prototype.forEach = function(callback, context) {
for (var i = 0; i < this.length; i++) {
callback.call(context || null, this[i], i, this);
}
};

d

c

Adds the method to
the Array prototype.
After this, it’s a
method of all arrays.

}
["a", "b", "c"].forEach(function(value, index, array) {
assert(value,
"Is in position " + index + " out of " +
(array.length - 1));
});

Puts our
implementation
through its paces.

</script>

Before we stomp on an implementation that might already be there, we check to
make sure that Array doesn’t already have a forEach() method defined B, and we
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skip the whole thing if it does. This makes the code future-compatible, because
when it executes in an environment where the method is defined, it will defer to the
native method.
If we determine that the method doesn’t exist, we go ahead and add it to the Array
prototype c, simply looping through the array using a traditional for loop and calling the callback method for each entry d. The values passed to the callback are the
entry, the index, and the original array. Note that the expression context || null prevents us from passing a possible undefined value to call().
Because all the built-in objects, like Array, include prototypes, we have all the
power necessary to extend the language to our desires. But an important point to
remember when implementing properties or methods on native objects is that introducing them is every bit as dangerous as introducing new variables into the global
scope. Because there’s only ever one instance of a native object prototype, there’s a
significant possibility that naming collisions will occur.
Also, when implementing features on native prototypes that are forward-looking
(such as our forEach() implementation) there’s a danger that our anticipated implementation may not exactly match the final implementation, causing issues to occur
when a browser finally does implement the method. We should always take great care
when treading in these waters.
We’ve seen that we can use prototypes to augment the native JavaScript objects;
now let’s turn our attention to the DOM.

6.1.4

HTML DOM prototypes
A fun feature in modern browsers, including Internet Explorer 8+, Firefox, Safari, and
Opera, is that all DOM elements inherit from an HTMLElement constructor. By making
the HTMLElement prototype accessible, the browsers provide us with the ability to extend
any HTML node of our choosing.
Let’s explore that in the next listing.
Listing 6.10 Adding a new method to all HTML elements via the
HTMLElement prototype
<div id="parent">
<div id="a">I'm going to be removed.</div>
<div id="b">Me too!</div>
</div>

b

<script type="text/javascript">
HTMLElement.prototype.remove = function() {
if (this.parentNode)
this.parentNode.removeChild(this);
};
var a = document.getElementById("a");
a.parentNode.removeChild(a);

c

Adds a new method to all
elements by adding it to the
HTMLElement prototype

Code that does it the
old-fashioned way
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document.getElementById("b").remove();
assert(!document.getElementById("a"),"a is gone.");
assert(!document.getElementById("b"),"b is gone too.");
</script>

d

Code that uses the new
method, which is both
shorter and clearer

In this code, we add a new remove() method to all DOM elements by augmenting the
prototype of the base HTMLElement constructor B. Then we remove element a using
the native means c for comparison, and then we remove b using our new method d.
In both cases, we assert that the elements are removed from the DOM.
More information about this particular feature can be found in the
specification at www.whatwg.org/specs/web-apps/current-work/
multipage/section-elements.html.

TIP

HTML5

One JavaScript library that makes very heavy use of this feature is the Prototype
library, which adds much functionality to existing DOM elements, including the ability
to inject HTML and manipulate CSS.
The most important thing to realize, when working with these HTMLElement prototypes, is that they don’t exist in versions of Internet Explorer prior to IE 8. If
older versions of IE aren’t a target platform for you, then these features could serve
you well.
Another point that we need to be aware of is whether HTML elements can be
instantiated directly from their constructor function. We might consider doing something like this:
var elem = new HTMLElement();

But that doesn’t work at all. Even though browsers expose the root constructor and
prototype, they selectively disable the ability to actually call the constructor (presumably to limit element-creation for internal use).
Save for the gotcha that this feature presents with regards to platform compatibility with older browsers, if you want to attach methods to DOM elements, this feature’s
benefits with respect to clean code can be quite dramatic.
NOTE This technique isn’t without its detractors. They, with good reason, feel
that modifying the actual DOM elements is too intrusive and can introduce
instability into a page, as other components being used on the page may be
unaware of the changes and might be tripped up by any changes made to the
elements. It’s best to tread lightly if you choose to employ this technique.
Adding methods is usually fairly benign, but changing the way that existing
code acts should be considered very carefully.

And speaking of gotchas...
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6.2

The gotchas!
As with most things in life, JavaScript has several gotchas associated with prototypes,
instantiation, and inheritance. Some of them can be worked around, but a number of
them will require a dampening of our excitement.
Let’s take a look at some of them.

6.2.1

Extending Object
Perhaps the most egregious mistake that we can make with prototypes is to extend the
native Object.prototype. The difficulty is that when we extend this prototype, all
objects receive those additional properties. This can be especially problematic when
we iterate over the properties of the object and these new properties appear, potentially causing all sorts of unexpected behavior. Let’s illustrate that with an example in
Listing 6.11.
Let’s say that we wanted to do something seemingly innocuous, such as adding a
keys() method to Object that would return an array of all the names (keys) of the
properties in the object.
Listing 6.11 Unexpected behavior of adding extra properties to the Object prototype
<script type="text/javascript">
Object.prototype.keys = function() {
var keys = [];
for (var p in this) keys.push(p);
return keys;
};

b

c

Defines a new method in
the Object prototype

Creates an object to serve
as a test subject

var obj = { a: 1, b: 2, c: 3 };
assert(obj.keys().length == 3,
"There are three properties in this object.");
</script>

d

Tests the new method
by checking the length
of the array

First we define the new method B, which simply iterates over the properties and collects the keys into an array, which we return. We then define a test subject with three
properties c, and then test that we get a three-element array as a result d.
But the test fails, as shown in figure 6.9.
What went wrong, of course, is that in adding the keys() method to Object, we
introduced another property that will appear on all objects and that is included in the
count. This affects all objects and will force any code to have to account for the extra
property. This could break code that’s based upon perfectly reasonable assumptions
made by page authors. This is obviously unacceptable. Don’t do it!
There still exists the problem that someone else might do this and trip up our code.
What can we do about that? As it turns out, there is a workaround that we can use to
protect ourselves from these well-meaning but misguided coders.
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Figure 6.9 Whoa! We screwed up a
fundamental assumption of objects.

JavaScript provides a method called hasOwnProperty(), which can be used to determine
whether properties are actually defined on an object instance versus imported from
a prototype.
Let’s observe its use in the next listing by modifying the code from listing 6.11.
Listing 6.12 Using the hasOwnProperty() method to tame Object prototype extensions
<script type="text/javascript">
Object.prototype.keys = function() {
var keys = [];
for (var i in this)
if (this.hasOwnProperty(i)) keys.push(i);
return keys;
};
var obj = { a: 1, b: 2, c: 3 };
assert(obj.keys().length == 3,
"There are three properties in this object.");

b

c

Ignores prototyped properties
by using hasOwnProperty() to
skip over properties from the
prototype

Tests the method by
counting entries

</script>

Our redefined method ignores non-instance properties B so that this time the
test c succeeds.
But just because it’s possible for us to work around this issue doesn’t mean that it
should be abused and become a burden for the users of our code. Looping over the
properties of an object is an incredibly common behavior, but it’s uncommon for people to use hasOwnProperty() within their own code—many page authors probably don’t
even know of its existence. Generally, we should use such workarounds to protect ourselves from transgressing code, but we should never expect other authors to have to
protect themselves from ours.
Now we’ll take a look at another pitfall that could trap us.

6.2.2

Extending Number
Except for Object, as we examined in the previous section, it’s generally safe to extend
most native prototypes. But one other problematic native is Number.
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Due to how numbers, and properties of numbers, are parsed by the JavaScript
engine, some results can be rather confusing, as in the following listing.
Listing 6.13 Adding a method to the Number prototype
<script type="text/javascript">
Number.prototype.add = function(num){
return this + num;
};

b
c

Defines a new method on
the Number prototype

Tests the method

using a variable
var n = 5;
assert(n.add(3) == 8,
"It works when the number is in a variable.");
assert((5).add(3) == 8,
"Also works if a number is wrapped in parentheses.");
assert(5.add(3) == 8, "What about a simple literal?");
</script>

the method using
d Tests
an expression format
Tests method using a
literal format. We’d
e expect all of these
tests to pass, no?

Here we define a new add() method on Number B that will take its argument, add it to
the number’s value, and return the result. Then we test the new method using various
number formats:
■
■
■

With the number in a variable c
With the number as an expression d
Directly, with the number as a numeric literal e

But when we try to load the page into a browser, the page won’t even load, as shown in
figure 6.10. It turns out that the syntax parser can’t handle the literal case.
This can be a frustrating issue to deal with, as the logic behind it can be rather
obtuse. There have been libraries that have continued to include Number prototype
functionality, regardless of these issues, simply stipulating how they should be used
(Prototype being one of them). That’s certainly an option, albeit one that requires the
library to explain the issues with good documentation and clear tutorials. In general,
it’s best to avoid mucking around with the Number prototype unless you really need to.
Now let’s look at some issues we can encounter when we subclass, rather than augment, native objects.

6.2.3

Subclassing native objects
Another tricky point that we might stumble across concerns the subclassing of native
objects. The one object that’s quite simple to subclass is Object (as it’s the root of all
prototype chains to begin with).
But once we start wanting to subclass other native objects, the situation becomes
less clear-cut. For example, with Array, everything might seem to work as we expect it to,
but let’s take a look at the following code.
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Figure 6.10

When tests won’t even load, we know there’s a big problem.

Listing 6.14 Subclassing the Array object
<script type="text/javascript">
function MyArray() {}
MyArray.prototype = new Array();
var mine = new MyArray();
mine.push(1, 2, 3);
assert(mine.length == 3,
"All the items are in our sub-classed array.");
assert(mine instanceof Array,
"Verify that we implement Array functionality.");
</script>

We subclass Array with a new constructor of our own, MyArray(), and it all works fine and
dandy, unless, that is, you try to load this into Internet Explorer. The length property is
rather special and has a close relationship to the numeric indices of the Array object; IE’s
implementation doesn’t react well to us mucking around with length.
More info on all of this with relation to ECMAScript 5 can be found on
the Perfection Kills blog at perfectionkills.com/how-ecmascript-5-still-does-notallow-to-subclass-an-array/.

NOTE

When faced with such situations, it’s a better strategy to implement individual pieces
of functionality from native objects, rather than attempt to subclass them completely.
Let’s take a look at this approach in the next listing.
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Listing 6.15 Simulating Array functionality but without the true subclassing
<script type="text/javascript">
function MyArray() {}
MyArray.prototype.length = 0;

b

Defines a new “class” with a
prototyped length property

(function() {
var methods = ['push', 'pop', 'shift', 'unshift',
'slice', 'splice', 'join'];

c

Copies selected array
functionality

for (var i = 0; i < methods.length; i++) (function(name) {
MyArray.prototype[ name ] = function() {
return Array.prototype[ name ].apply(this, arguments);
};
})(methods[i]);
})();

Tests the
“class”

var mine = new MyArray();
new
mine.push(1, 2, 3);
assert(mine.length == 3,
"All the items are on our sub-classed array.");
assert(!(mine instanceof Array),
"We aren't subclassing Array, though.");
</script>

In listing 6.15 we define a new constructor for a “class” named MyArray and give it its
own length property B. Then, rather than trying to subclass Array, which we’ve
already learned won’t work across all browsers, we use an immediate function c to
add selected methods from Array to our class using the apply() trick that we learned
back in chapter 4. Note the use of the array of method names to keep things tidy and
easy to extend.
The only property that we had to implement ourselves is the length property
because that’s the one property that must remain mutable—the feature that Internet
Explorer doesn’t provide.
Now let’s see what we can do about a common problem that people trying to use
our code might run into.

6.2.4

Instantiation issues
We’ve already noted that functions can serve a dual purpose, as “normal” functions
and as constructors. Because of this, it may not always be clear to the users of our code
which is which.
Let’s start by looking at a simple case of what happens when someone gets it
wrong, as shown in the following listing.
Listing 6.16 The result of leaving off the new operator from a function call
<script type="text/javascript">
function User(first, last){

b

Defines a User class with
a name property
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this.name = first + " " + last;

c

}
var user = User("Ichigo", "Kurosaki");

d

assert(user, "User instantiated");
assert(user.name == "Ichigo Kurosaki",
"User name correctly assigned");
</script>

Creates a test user, passing in
a sample name

e

Tests that the object
was instantiated

Tests that the constructor
properly assigned the name

In the code, we define a User class B (yeah, we know it’s not really a “class” as defined
by other object-oriented languages, but that’s what people tend to call it, so we’ll go
with the flow) whose constructor accepts a first and last name and concatenates them
to form a full name, which gets stored in the name property.
We then create an instance of the class in the user variable c and test that the
object was instantiated d and that the constructor performed correctly e.
But things go horribly awry when we try it out, as shown in figure 6.11.
The test reveals that the first test fails, indicating that the object wasn’t even instantiated, which causes the second test to throw an error.
On a quick inspection of the code, it may not have been immediately obvious that
the User() function is actually something that’s meant to be called with the new operator, or maybe we just slipped up and forgot. In either case, the absence of the new operator caused the function to be called in a normal fashion, not as a constructor, and
without the instantiation of a new object. A novice user might easily fall into this trap,
trying to call the function without the operator, causing bafflingly unexpected results
(for example, user would be undefined).
You may have noticed that since the beginning of this book, we’ve
used a naming convention in which some functions start with a lowercase letter and others start with an uppercase character. As noted in the previous chapters, this is a common convention in which functions serving as constructors use

NOTE

Figure 6.11

Our object didn’t even get instantiated.
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an uppercase opening character, and non-constructor functions don’t. Moreover, constructors tend to be nouns that identify the “class” that they’re constructing: Ninja, Samurai, Tachikoma and so on, whereas normal functions are
named as verbs, or verb/object pairs, that describe what they do: throwShuriken, swingSword, hideBehindAPlant.
More than merely causing unexpected errors, when a function meant to be called as a
constructor isn’t, it can have subtle side effects such as polluting the current scope
(frequently the global namespace), causing even more unexpected results. For example, inspect this code.
Listing 6.17 Accidentally introducing a variable into the global namespace
<script type="text/javascript">
function User(first, last){
this.name = first + " " + last;
}

b

Creates a global
variable

var name = "Rukia";

c

var user = User("Ichigo", "Kurosaki");
assert(name == "Rukia",
"Name was set to Rukia.");
</script>

d

Calls the constructor
incorrectly again

Tests the global
variable

This code is similar to that of the previous example, except that this time there happens to be a global variable named name in the global namespace B. It makes the
same mistake c as the previous example: forgetting to use new.
But this time we don’t have a test that catches that mistake. Rather, the test we have
shows that the value of the global name variable has been overwritten d, as it fails when
executed. Doh!
To find out why, look at the code of the constructor. When called as a constructor,
the context of the function invocation is the newly allocated object. But what is the
context when called as a normal function? Recall from chapter 3 that it’s the global
scope, which means that the reference this.name refers not to the name property of a
newly allocated object, but to the name variable of the global scope.
This can result in a debugging nightmare. The developer may try to interact with
the name variable again (being unaware of the error that occurred from misusing the
User function) and be forced to dance down the horrible nondeterministic wormhole
that’s presented to them (why is the value of their variable being pulled out from
underneath their feet?).
As JavaScript ninjas, we may want to be sensitive to the needs of our user base, so
let’s ponder what we can do about the situation.
In order to do anything about it, we need a way to determine when the situation
comes up in the first place. Is there a way that we can determine whether a function that
we intend to be used as a constructor is being incorrectly called? Consider the next
code listing.
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Listing 6.18 Determining whether we’re called as a constructor
<script type="text/javascript">
function Test() {
return this instanceof arguments.callee;
}
assert(!Test(), "We didn't instantiate, so it returns false.");
assert(new Test(), "We did instantiate, returning true.");
</script>

Recall a few important concepts:
■

■

■

We can get a reference to the currently executing function via arguments.callee
(we learned this in chapter 4).
The context of a “regular” function is the global scope (unless someone did
something to make it not so).
The instanceof operator for a constructed object tests for its constructor.

Using these facts, we can see that the expression,
this instanceof arguments.callee

will evaluate to true when executed within a constructor, but false when executed
within a regular function.
This means that, within a function that we intend to be called as a constructor, we
can test to see if someone called us without the new operator. Neat! But what do we do
about it?
If we weren’t ninjas, we might just throw an error telling the user to do it right next
time. But we’re better than that. Let’s see if we can fix the problem for them. Consider
the changes to the User constructor shown in the next listing.
Listing 6.19 Fixing things on the caller’s behalf
<script type="text/javascript">
function User(first, last) {
if (!(this instanceof arguments.callee)) {
return new User(first,last);
}
this.name = first + " " + last;
}
var name = "Rukia";
var user = User("Ichigo", "Kurosaki");
assert(name == "Rukia","Name was set to Rukia.");
assert(user instanceof User, "User instantiated");
assert(user.name == "Ichigo Kurosaki",
"User name correctly assigned");
</script>

b

Fixes things up if we determine that
we were called incorrectly by calling
ourselves in the correct manner

c

Calls the constructor
incorrectly

d

Verifies that
the fix works
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By using the expression we developed in listing 6.18 to determine whether the user
has called us incorrectly, we instantiate a User ourselves B and return it as the result of
the function. The outcome is that, regardless of whether the caller invokes us as a normal function c or not, they end up with a User instance, which our tests d verify.
Now that’s user-friendly! Who says ninjas are mean?
But before we pat ourselves on the back too hard, we need to stop and wonder if
this is the right thing to do. Here are some things we should ponder:
■

■

■

We learned in chapter 4 that the callee property is deprecated in future versions of JavaScript and prohibited in strict mode. This workaround is only possible in environments where strict mode isn’t intended to ever be used. And
going forward, why would we not want to use strict mode?
Is this really a good coding practice? It’s a neat technique, but its “goodness”
could be debatable.
Can we ascertain with 100% certainty that we know the user’s intentions? Are
we acting with hubris?

Ninjas need to think of such matters. Remember, just because we can figure out a
clever way to do something doesn’t always mean that we should.
OK, enough of the problems. Let’s take a look at how we can use these newfound
powers to write more class-like code.

6.3

Writing class-like code
While it’s great that JavaScript lets us use a form of inheritance via prototypes, a common desire for many developers, especially those from a classical object-oriented
background, is a simplification or abstraction of JavaScript’s inheritance system into
one that they’re more familiar with.
This inevitably leads us toward the realm of classes; that is, what a typical objectoriented developer would expect, even though JavaScript doesn’t support classical
inheritance natively.
Generally there is a handful of features that such developers crave:
■

■
■

A system that trivializes the syntax of building new constructor functions and
prototypes
An easy way to perform prototype inheritance
A way of accessing methods overridden by the function’s prototype

There are a number of existing JavaScript libraries that simulate classical inheritance,
but two of them stand above the others: the implementations within base2 and Prototype. Although they each contain a number of advanced features, their objectoriented core is an important part of these libraries. We’ll distill what they offer and
come up with a proposed syntax that will make things a tad more natural for classically
trained, object-oriented developers.
The following listing shows an example of a syntax that could achieve the preceding goals.
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Listing 6.20 An example of somewhat classical-style inheritance syntax
<script type="text/javascript">
var Person = Object.subClass({
init: function(isDancing) {
this.dancing = isDancing;
},
dance: function() {
return this.dancing;
}
});
var Ninja = Person.subClass({
init: function() {
this._super(false);
},
dance: function() {
// Ninja-specific stuff here
return this._super();
},
swingSword: function() {
return true;
}
});
var person = new Person(true);
assert(person.dance(),
"The person is dancing.");
var ninja = new Ninja();
assert(ninja.swingSword(),
"The sword is swinging.");
assert(!ninja.dance(),
"The ninja is not dancing.");
assert(person instanceof Person,
"Person is a Person.");
assert(ninja instanceof Ninja &&
ninja instanceof Person,
"Ninja is a Ninja and a Person.");

b

Creates a Person class as a
subclass of Object by using a
subclass() method that we’ll
end up implementing

c

d

Creates the Ninja class by
subclassing Person

We need a way to call the
superclass constructor—here’s
how we’ll do it

Tests the Person class by creating an
instance and seeing if it dances
Tests the Ninja class by creating
an instance and checking that it
has both the swinging method
and the inherited dancing method

Performs instanceof tests
to test the class hierarchy

</script>

There are a number of important things to note about this example:
■

■

■

Creating a new “class” is accomplished by calling a subClass() method of the
existing constructor function for the superclass, as we did here by creating a
Person class from Object B and creating a Ninja class from Person c.
We wanted the creation of a constructor to be simple. In our proposed syntax,
we simply provide an init() method for each class, as we did for Person and
for Ninja.
All our “classes” eventually inherit from a single ancestor: Object. Therefore, if
we want to create a brand new class, it must be a subclass of Object or a class that
inherits from Object in its class hierarchy (completely mimicking the current
prototype system).
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■

The most challenging aspect of this syntax is enabling access to overridden methods with their context properly set. We can see this with the use of this._super(),
calling the original init() d and dance() methods of the Person superclass.

Proposing a syntax that we’d like to use to accomplish an inheritance scheme was the
easy part. Now we need to implement it.
The code in listing 6.21 enables the notion of “classes” as a structure, maintains
simple inheritance, and allows for the supermethod calling. Be warned that this is
pretty involved code—but we’re all here to become ninjas, and this is Master Ninja territory. So don’t feel bad if it takes a while for you to grok it.
In fact, to make it a bit easier to digest, we’re going to present the code in complete form in the next listing so that we can see how all the parts fit together. Then
we’ll dissect it piece by piece in the subsections that follow.
Listing 6.21 A subclassing method

This gnarly regular expression determines if
can be serialized. Read on to see
b what all that means.

(function() {
functions
var initializing = false,
superPattern =
/xyz/.test(function() { xyz; }) ? /\b_super\b/ : /.*/;
Object.subClass = function(properties) {
var _super = this.prototype;
initializing = true;
var proto = new this();
initializing = false;

c
d

Adds a subClass()
method to Object.

Instantiates the
superclass.

for (var name in properties) {
proto[name] = typeof properties[name] == "function" &&
typeof _super[name] == "function" &&
superPattern.test(properties[name]) ?
(function(name, fn) {
return function() {
var tmp = this._super;
this._super = _super[name];

e

f

Copies properties
into the prototype.

Defines an
overriding
function.

var ret = fn.apply(this, arguments);
this._super = tmp;
return ret;
};
})(name, properties[name]) :
properties[name];
}
function Class() {
// All construction is actually done in the init method
if (!initializing && this.init)

Creates a dummy class
constructor.
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this.init.apply(this, arguments);
}
Class.prototype = proto;
Class.constructor = Class;

Populates the class
prototype.
Overrides the constructor
reference.

Class.subClass = arguments.callee;
return Class;
};
})();

Makes the
class extendable.

The two most important parts of this implementation are the initialization and supermethod portions. Having a good understanding of what’s being achieved in these
areas will help with understanding the full implementation. But as it’d be confusing to
jump right into the middle of this rather complex code, we’ll start at the top and work
our way through it from top to bottom.
Let’s start with something you might not ever have seen before.

6.3.1

Checking for function serializability
Unfortunately, the code that starts out our implementation is something that’s rather
esoteric, and it could be confusing to most. Later on in the code, we’re going to need
to know if the browser supports function serialization. But the test for that is one with
rather complex syntax, so we’re going to get it out of the way now, and store the result
so that we don’t have to complicate the later code, which will already be complicated
enough in its own right.
Function serialization is simply the act of taking a function and getting its text source
back. We’ll need this approach later to check if a function has a specific reference
within it that we’re interested in.
In most modern browsers, the function’s toString() method will do the trick. Generally, a function is serialized by using it in a context that expects a string, causing its
toString() method to be invoked. And so it is with our code to test if function serialization works.
After we set a variable named initializing to false (we’ll see why in just a bit), we
test if function serialization works with this expression B:
/xyz/.test(function() { xyz; })

This expression creates a function that contains the text “xyz” and passes it to the
test() method of a regular expression that tests for the string “xyz”. If the function is
correctly serialized (the test() method expects a string, which triggers the function’s
toString() method), the result will be true.
Using this text expression, we set up a regular expression to be used later in the
code as follows:
superPattern =

/xyz/.test(function() { xyz; }) ? /\b_super\b/ : /.*/;
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This establishes a variable named superPattern that we’ll use later to check if a function
contains the string “_super”. We can only do that if function serialization is supported, so
in the browsers that don’t allow us to serialize functions, we substitute a pattern that
matches anything.
We’ll be using this result later on, but by doing the check now, we don’t have to
embed this expression, with its rather complicated syntax, in the later code.
NOTE

We’ll be investigating regular expressions at length in the next chapter.

Now let’s move on to the actual implementation of the subclassing method.

6.3.2

Initialization of subclasses
At this point, we’re ready to declare the method that will subclass a superclass
which we accomplish with the following code:

c,

Object.subClass = function(properties) {
var _super = this.prototype;

This adds a subClass() method to Object that accepts a single parameter that we’ll
expect to be a hash of the properties to be added to the subclass.
In order to simulate inheritance with a function prototype, we use the previously
discussed technique of creating an instance of the superclass and assigning it to the
prototype. Without using our preceding implementation, it could look something like
this code:
function Person(){}
function Ninja(){}
Ninja.prototype = new Person();
assert((new Ninja()) instanceof Person,
"Ninjas are people too!");

What’s challenging about this snippet is that all we really want are the benefits of
instanceof, but not the whole cost of instantiating a Person object and running its
constructor. To counteract this, we have a variable in our code, initializing, that’s set
to true whenever we want to instantiate a class with the sole purpose of using it for
a prototype.
Thus, when it comes time to construct an instance, we can make sure that we’re
not in an initialization mode and run or skip the init() method accordingly:
if (!initializing && this.init)
this.init.apply(this, arguments);

What’s especially important about this is that the init() method could be running all
sorts of costly startup code (connecting to a server, creating DOM elements, who
knows), so we circumvent any unnecessary and expensive startup code when we’re
simply creating an instance to serve as a prototype.
What we need to do next is copy any subclass-specific properties that were passed
to the method to the prototype instance. But that’s not quite as easy as it sounds.
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Preserving super-methods
In most languages supporting inheritance, when a method is overridden, we retain
the ability to access the overridden method. This is useful, because sometimes we want
to completely replace a method’s functionality, but sometimes we just want to augment it. In our particular implementation, we create a new temporary method named
_super, which is only accessible from within a subclassed method and which references
the original method in the superclass.
For example, recall from listing 6.20, when we wanted to call a superclass’s constructor, we did that with the following code (parts omitted for brevity):
var Person = Object.subClass({
init: function(isDancing){
this.dancing = isDancing;
}
});
var Ninja = Person.subclass({
init: function(){
this._super(false);
}
});

Within the constructor for Ninja, we call the constructor for Person, passing an appropriate value. This prevents us from having to copy code—we can leverage the code
within the superclass that already does what we need it to do.
Implementing this functionality (in the code of listing 6.21) is a multistep process. In
order to augment our subclass with the object hash that’s passed into the subClass()
method, we simply need to merge the superclass properties and the passed properties.
To start, we create an instance of the superclass to use as a prototype d with the
following code:
initializing = true;
var proto = new this();
initializing = false;

Note how we “protect” the initialization code, as we discussed in the previous section,
with the value of the initializing variable.
Now we’re ready to merge the passed properties into this proto object (a prototype
of a prototype, if you will) e. If we were unconcerned with superclass functions that
would be an almost trivial task:
for (var name in properties) proto[name] = properties[name];

But we are concerned with superclass functions, so the preceding code will work for all
properties except functions that want to call their superclass equivalent. When we’re
overriding a function with one that will be calling it via _super, we’ll need to wrap the
subclass function with one that defines a reference to the superclass function via a
property named _super.
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But before we can do that, we need to detect the condition under which we need to
wrap the subclass function. We can do that with the following conditional expression:
typeof properties[name] == "function" &&
typeof _super[name] == "function" &&
superPattern.test(properties[name])

This expression contains clauses that check three things:
■
■
■

Is the subclass property a function?
Is the superclass property a function?
Does the subclass function contain a reference to _super()?

Only if all three clauses are true do we need to do anything other than copy the
property value. Note that we use the regular expression pattern that we set up in section 6.3.1, along with function serialization, to test whether the function calls its
superclass equivalent.
If the conditional expression indicates that we must wrap the function, we do so by
assigning the result of the following immediate function f to the subclass property:
(function(name, fn) {
return function() {
var tmp = this._super;
this._super = _super[name];
var ret = fn.apply(this, arguments);
this._super = tmp;
return ret;
};
})(name, properties[name])

This immediate function creates and returns a new function that wraps and executes
the subclass function while making the superclass function available via the _super
property. To start, we need to be good citizens and save a reference to the old
this._super (regardless of whether it already exists) and restore it after we’re done.
This will help in the case where a variable with the same name already exists (we don’t
want to accidentally blow it away).
Next we create the new _super method, which is just a reference to the method that
exists in the superclass prototype. Thankfully, we don’t have to make any additional
changes or do any rescoping here; the context of the function will be set automatically
when it’s a property of our object (this will refer to our instance as opposed to that of
the superclass).
Finally we call our original method, which does its work (possibly making use of
_super as well), and then we restore _super to its original state and return from
the function.
There are any number of ways in which similar results could be achieved (there are
implementations that have bound the _super method to the method itself, accessible
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from arguments.callee), but this particular technique provides a good mix of usability
and simplicity.

6.4

Summary
Adding object-orientation to JavaScript via function prototypes and prototypal inheritance can provide an incredible amount of wealth to developers who prefer an objectoriented slant to their code. By allowing for the greater degree of control and
structure that object-orientation can bring to the code, JavaScript applications can
improve in clarity and quality.
In this chapter, we looked at how using the prototype property of functions allows
us to bring object orientation to JavaScript code:
■

■

■

■

■

■

We started by examining exactly what prototype is, and what role it plays when a
function is paired with the new operator to become a constructor. We observed
how functions behave when used as constructors, and how this differs from
direct invocation of the function.
Then we saw how to determine the type of an object, and how to discover which
constructor resulted in its coming into being.
We then dug into the object-oriented concept of inheritance and learned how
to use the prototype chain to effect inheritance in JavaScript code.
In order to avoid common pitfalls, we looked at some common “gotchas” that
could trap the unwary, with regards to extending Object and other native
objects. We also saw how to guard against instantiation issues caused by the
improper use of our constructors.
We wrapped up the chapter by proposing a syntax that could be used to enable
the subclassing of objects in JavaScript, and we then created a method that
implements that syntax. (Not for the faint of heart, that example!)
Due to the inherit extensibility that prototypes provide, they afford a versatile
platform for future development.

In the final example of this chapter, we caught a glimpse of the use of regular expressions. In the next chapter, we’ll take an in-depth look at this frequently overlooked,
but very powerful, feature of the JavaScript language.

